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About this Guide 

The following author biography and list of questions about Secret Relations are intended as 

resources to aid individual readers and book groups who would like to learn more about the 

author and this book. We hope that this guide will provide you a starting place for discussion, 

and suggest a variety of perspectives from which you might approach Secret Relations. 

 

 

About the Book 

Charlie, Kitty, Max and Liza are first cousins and lifelong friends. Charlie is an aspiring 

barrister, Kitty is expected to marry, Max is too spoiled for his own good, Liza too ambitious. 

They belong to the vast St. Clair family, a distinguished and wealthy clan whose members 

include judges and politicians, rubbing shoulders with black sheep and eccentrics, and for whom, 

above all, weakness is frowned upon. But the family is not as secure as it seems. Foolish 

business decisions rock its finances; a bitter and public divorce rocks its stability. And when two 

of the cousins declare their love for each other, this threatens to destroy the family's very 

foundations and reveal a tragic secret that has lain buried for over half a century.  

 

About the Author 

Annabel Dilke is a novelist, journalist, and screenwriter whose books have been shortlisted for 

numerous awards. The Inheritance was her first book published in the United States. She lives in 

South London 



 

                                       

 

Discussion Questions 

1. Could this whole story only have taken place in the 70s?  

2. Which characters do you find most attractive? And which least attractive?  

3. If you were asked to draw the shape of this family, what would your drawing look like?  

4. What does this book have to say about ascribed rules in a family?  

5. Do you regard the St. Clair family as fairly well functioning, or dysfunctional?  

6. How does information circulate in this family? What effect does withheld or misinterpreted 

information have on the family as a whole?  

7. Why do families keep secrets, and how effective are they in doing this?  

8. Are some people more important than others in the St. Clair family, or are some scapegoated  

9. How are the assumptions about gender roles changing in this family?  

10. At what point do the older generation in the novel begin to lose power? And the parental 

generation? And the grandchildren?  

11. How much is transformed as this story unfolds? Which characters and which relationships 

change the most? Which factors remain constant? Is the situation at the end open or closed? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more reading group suggestions, visit 

www.readinggroupgold.com 

http://us.macmillan.com/readinggroupgold.aspx

